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Abstract. The purpose of the present paper is twofold: Firstly, show that it is possib!e lo rewrite 
graphs in a way equivalent to, and in fact slightly more powerful than that of Ehrig, Pfcnder and 
Schneider (1973), which has, since then, been developed mainly by the Berlin school. Our method 
consists in using a single push-out of partial morphisms and is described in Section 3. Section 1 
is devoted to the elemenrary definitions concerning graphs and related terms. Section 2 contains 
the set-theoretic prerequisites for the sequel but the proofs have been moved into an appendix, 
for easier reading. 
Secondly, we indicate in Section 4 why this method is not really fit for rewriting graphs that 
represent collapsed terms (i.e., sharing common subterms) and we introduce pushouts of total 
functions, which are not morphisms everywhere on their domain. This method is connected to 
the clas: ic;! rc;.riting of the corresponding tern:s. The adequacy of these new rewriting rules is 
then ter, c J to prove a local confluence critcrian iI la Knuth-Bendix (1970) in Section 5, the proof 
of which turns out to be very short. 
1. Introduction 
There are so many different definitions of graphs that we feel useful to explicitly 
choose one for the rest of the paper. 
Definition 1. A graph is a set G of vertices together with a mapping WCC : G + G*. 
For each vertex S, succ(s) is the list of all successors of S. Its ith successor is denoted 
by suCCi( S). 
Hence the graphs that we are considering are directed and ordered: A vertex has 
a first successor, a second successor, etc. Fig. 1 below shows two different graphs. 
x - y = - y-x= - 
J1 J1 
x Y .J X 
Fig. I. 
In Fig. 1, the vertices are labelled with labels in a graded set. This will be the 
generalcase.LetF=F,++-+F,+- - be a graded alphabet of function symbols; 
then a graph over F is a graph G together with a mapping lab: G -+ F such that 
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lab(s) E Fn iff s has n successors. When we allow variables, the set X of variables 
will be-added to FO. 
The corresponding morphisms are defined without any originality, except perhaps 
for the role of the variables. 
Definition 2. A mapping f: G + H is a morphism at s E G when 
(i) lab(f( s)) = lab(s), -a 
(ii) if succ(s) = sI . . . s,, then succ(f(s)) =f(s,) . . .f(s,). 
A mapping is a morphism when it is a morphism at all vertices. A mapping is an 
occurrence when it is a morphism at all vertices except perhaps at the leaves having 
label in X. 
Therefore, a morphism is a fortiori an occurrence. Fig. 2 shows two occurrences; 
the second one is a morphism. 
if 
i 
J 
f 
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P 
J 
x 
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Fig. 2. 
It is clear that the identity is a morphism (and an occurrence), and that the 
composition of two morphisms (or two occurrences) is again a morphism (or an I _ 
occurrence). 
Recall that, given a graded alphabet F and a set X of variables, there exists a 
unique (up to isomorp5ism) free F-algebra over X, denoted by T( F, X), the elements 
of which are called terms. With each graph G, acyclic and having a unique root, is 
associated a term in T(F, X), defined by induction on G. 
(i) If G = {s}, then exp( G) = lab(s). 
(ii) Otherwise, let s be the root of G, .f its label and sI, . . . , s,, its successors. Then 
exp(G) =ft, . . . t,, where 1, = exp(si). 
For instance, the first graph of Fig. 2 corresponds to the term if 
(“(4 01, m, *Ml p(x)))) viz. if _P = 0 then 1 else x*f(x - 1). Conversely, given a ( 
term t, there exist several graphs G such that exp(G) = f. At one extreme is the tree 
‘tree(t)’ which is the least contracied representation. At the other extreme is the 
graph defined by the following meihod. 
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Definition 3. For a term t, let gra( t) be the set of all sub-terms of t ; define the 
mapping succ at a vertex s of gra(t) by 
succ(s)= sI . . . s, ifs =fi, . . . s,. 
Every other representation lies somewhere between these two extremes. 
Proposition 1. Let G be un acyclic graph having a unique root, and t = exp(G). 
there exist two morphisms 
tree(t) + G + gra( t) 
both of which are onto. 
Then 
Proof. The first morphism is obvious. The second morphism is Befined by s + exp(s). 
If two vertices s and s’ coincide, then exp(s) = exp(s’) and their images coincide. Cl 
1 
Occurrences can be related to substitutions provided an extra assumption on the 
graphs, which will be assumed henceforth. 
Assuhptioa. Two different vertices may not be labelled by the same variable. 
.**-. 
Otherwis?, given an occurrence f: G + H, two vertices having the same label in 
X need not have the same image in H. This would correspond to a variable being 
substituted twice with different values. This assumption allows the following result. 
Proposition 2. If f: G + H is an occurrence and G and H are acyclic, then for all 
vertices s in 6, exp(f(s)H) is a instantiation of exp(sG), where sG denotes the full 
subgraph of G with vertices accessible from s. Conversely, if t is an instantiation of s, 
then there exists an occurrence gra(s) + gra( t). 
Proof. By induction on the number of vertices of sG. 
Base case: If s is a leaf of G labelled by a variable x, then exp(f(s)H) is the 
term to be substituted to x. Thanks to the restriction above, there is only one vertex 
s labelled by x, hence only one such term. 
General case: This can be derived from the follow?zg equality, where u is a 
substitution: 
(fl ’ ’ - ?,)a = f(tp) . . . (?,a). 
Fer the converse, the occurrence is defined by u + UC where u is any subterm of s. 
If two subterms, at two different places in s are equal, their images are obviously 
equal also, hence the result. 
We have assumed that G and H are acyclic to ensure the finiteness of the 
developed term. The same proof is valid for arbitrary G and H when infinite 
(ralional) terms are allowed. q 
4 
2, Commutative squares of mappings 
Before rewriting graphs, we shall first rewrite sets. More precisely, we work in 
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the category (Psets) the objects of which are sets and the arrows of which are partial 
functions. k partial function f: A + B is a mapping f: dom(n + B where dam(f) = 
f’(B) is a subset of A called the domain ofJ Two partial functions are equal when 
they have the same domain and coincide on this domain. The composition off: A + B 
and g : B + C has domain 
dom(gf)= f-'(g-'(C))=f-'(dam(g)), 
and on this domain is the composition of the mappings. The identity mapping 
clearly satisfies its usual equations and the composition is associative; we have just 
defined the category (Psets). 
Recall that the push-out of two arrows f: A + B & g : A -* C is the smallest commu- 
tative square built on f and g : there exist two arrows h : B -, D & k : C + D satisfying 
hf = kg and such that for any two arrows u : B + X & v: C + X satisfying uf = vg 
there exists a unique arrow w : D --) X satisfying u = wh & v = wk (see Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
Proposition 3. P&-outs exisf in (Psets). 
The proof will be given in Appendix A. To define the push-out D, we let A’ be 
the greatest subset of dom(f)n dam(g) closed under the equivalence relation R 
gcneratkd by 
The set I) is defined as the union (I? --f(A)) +(C - g(A)) + Q where 9 : A’+ Q is the 
quotient of A’ under R (see Fig. 4). 
Remark. D is the push-out in (Sets) of the diagram given by Fig. 5. In particular, 
if _f and g are total functions, then their push-out in (Psets) coincides with their 
push-out in the category (Sets) of sets with total functions. Similar results hold in 
less restrictive situations (see Appendix A). 
The dual of Proposition 3 is also true, and will be used in Section 5. 
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Fig. 4. 
A’ -B -f(A) +f(A’) = dam(h) 
C -g(A) +g(A’) = dam(k) 
Fig. 5. 
Propodior, 4. A.&backs exist in (Psett). 
The proof will be given in Appendix A (see Proposition 13). 
If _f and g happen to be total functions, then the pull-back coincides with the 
pull-back in the smaller category (Sets). Sirqilar remarks apply in less restrictive 
situations (see Appendix A). 
3. Rewriting graphs with partial morphisms 
Suppose that our graphs have no variable; or, equivalently, consider the category 
of partial morphisms, i.e., partial functions f: A + B that are morphisms on their 
domain. According to Definition 2 of Section 1 it means that if SE dam(S) and 
succ(s) = sI . . . s,, then 
(Vi) si E dam(f) & succ(f(s)) =J(s,) . . .f(s,,). 
The domain of $ must therefore be a full subgraph of A. 
Proposition 5. Let f: A + B, g : A + C, h : B + D, k : C + D be a push-out qf partial 
functions, and suppose that f and g are morphisms on their domain. Then there exists 
a unique graph structure on D such that h and k are morphisms on their domain if 
and only if 
(i) no vertex in B -f(A) has a successor in f(A) - f(A’), and 
(ii) no vertex in G - g(A) has a successor in g(A) - g(A’). 
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Proof. Let d be a vertex in D. It belongs to C -g(A), to B-f(A) or to Q. 
(I) If d belongs to B-f(A), h must be a morphism at h-‘(d) = 6. Therefore, 
lab(d) = lab(b) and the successors of d are the images under h of the successors of 
6. These images are in the domain of h when the condition of the proposition is 
satisfied and only in this case. 
(2) If d belongs to C -g(A), the situation is symmetrical with case (1) and so is 
its proof. 
(3) Else, d belongs to Q = q(A’) = hf(A’) = kg(A’). If d = q(a), let lab(d) be lab(a), 
and the ith successor of d be the image under q of the ith successor of a: 
lab(d) = lab(a), succi(d) = q(succi(a)). 
Since f and g are morphisms over A’, any other vertex in q-‘(d) has the same label 
and its successors have the same image under q. For all 6 in f(A’), we have 
lab(h(6)) = lab(hf(a)) = lab(a) = lab(b), 
succi( h( 6)) = succi( hf(a)) = (hf)(succi( a)) = h(_f(succi(a)) = h(succi(b)), 
so th;\t h is indeed a partial morphism. The proof for k is similar. Cl 
The exclusion of variables is unrealistic insofar as the graphs represent terms, 
but it is suited to represent graphs by edges E and vertices V as in [3]. The set of 
vertices of the representing graph is E + V, and the function successor is defined by 
succ( s) = E (empty chain) if s belongs to V, 
succ(e) = st if e E E with source s and target t. 
The morphisms as defined in Section 1 correspond exactly to the morphisms defined 
in the usual way by two functions, on the edges and on the vertices, such that the 
two squares given in Fig. 6 commute. 
S T 
V-E-V 
Fig. 6. 
Further, labelled graphs correspond exactly to their coloured graphs, SO that, 
automatically, our morphisms correspond to the morphisms of coloured graphs. 
Having this representation in mind, the conditions of Proposition 5 recall the 
‘gluing condition’ of [3]. In fact, Proposition 5 is more general than the existence 
of the graph deduced from their ‘fast productions’. 
Corollary. With the same notations as in Propositiorl 5, assume rhat 
(i) g is a total morphism, 
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(ii) no vertex in C - g(A) has a successor in g(A - dom( f )), 
(iii) dom( f) contains ker(g) = (c E C; (3~’ # c) g( c’) = g(c)}; then the two squares 
given in the diagram below are push-outs in the category of graphs with total graph 
morphisms. 
A c--- dom(j] f l B 
lg I k lh 
C - dam(k) -D 
Proof. The condition that dom( f) contains ker(g) implies g-‘g(doni(f )) = dom(f ). 
Hence dom( j’) is closed under the equivalence relation R : A’ = dom( f ). Therefore, 
dom( k) = C - g(A) + g(dom( f )). 
The left-hand side square is a push-out and the functions are graph morphisms 
because the conditions of Proposition 5 arc trivially satisfied. The right-hand side 
square is also a push-out, from the remark following Proposition 3 (Section 2). 
Finally, the corxlition on the successors yields the graph structure on D. Cl 
Condition (i) by itself cannot ensure that h is also total; this is one reason of 
introducing condition (iii) (see Proposition 12 in Appendix A). 
The two squares abo\re are nothing else than the construction of the graph D 
obtained from C by applying the ‘fast production’ A + dam(f) + B. 
4. Another approach to graph rewriting 
The necessary and sufficient condition of Proposition 5 is useful as long as the 
graphs are represented by vertices and edges. But it is not satisfied, in general, by 
the graphs of the form gra( t) in which t is a term in T(F, X). 
Example. How can one apply the production depicted in Fig. 7? The function f is 
not a morphism on its domain and there are two edges having source e and target 
in g(A) - g( A’) so that nont of the conditions of Proposition 5 is satisfied. 
In fact, we do not want to loose any vertex because we do not know in advance 
whether a vertex will be a successor of a vertex outside the pattern g(A). The 
interface graph need be the whole of C. Here is another way arotind the problem: 
Remark that the desired rewriting concists of 
(1) making a copy of B and C, 
4 
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e I h 
d 
Fig. 7. 
(2) redirecting all edges, in the copy of C, pointing on the root r of A, onto the 
root of B; this operation is denoted by r >J( r), 
(3) redirecting all edges of B pointing to variable leaves s in f(A) onto f-‘(s); 
this operation is denoted by f(s) > s for all variable leaves s in dam(A). 
(4) The resulting graph is generated by the root of the copy of C. 
Operation (4) consists in running a garbage collector, and we shall not bother to 
do it except for the root of B: we are sure that no edge is left pointing to this root 
because of action (2). The disjoint union of B and C is denoted by B + C, and the 
redirection of edges in operations (2) and (3) by 
R = ;r >f( r) $(s) > s for every variable leaf s in dom(f‘)). 
The resulting graph is denoted by (C + B),/ R. The semi-colon indicates that the 
redirections must be performed in the indicated order. For instance. one application 
of the rule 
is the following: 
J+\ - A+\, JS 
0 Y 0 0 1 \ \ 
Y 
s X 1 0 0 
ok’ 
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If these operations are performed on the example above, they yield the graph given 
in Fig. 8. 
d 
Fig. 8. 
It is possible to get the same result with the help of Proposition 5, provided that 
we slightly modify the graph rewriting rule associated with the rule g + d over the 
terms. Here we need introduce functions that are not morphisms over their domain. 
Notation. Given a function f: C + D between two graphs, the set of vertices at 
which f is a morphism is denoted by mar(f) and the set of all other vertices is 
denoted by rew(f). 
The intuitive idea is that the points of mar(f) are preserved in D whereas the 
points of r zw(f) are ‘rewritten’, so that the category of graphs together with total 
(set-theoretic) functions as arrows may be called the category of graph-rewritings. 
Theorem 1. Let A, B, C be three graphs, and f : A + B and g : A + C two totalfunct;ons. 
Let h : B + D and k : C + D be the push-out of respectively f and g in the category 
(Sets). Suppose fiirther 
ker(g) c mar(f) & ker( f) c mar(g). 
There exists a unique structure of graph upon D such that rew( h) = f (rew( g)) and 
rew( k) = g(rew(f )) if and only if 
mor( f) u mar(g) = A. 
Furthermore, let u : B + X and v : C + X be two functions such that uf = vg, and 
M’ : D + X be the unique function such that u = wh and v = wk; then 
mor(w)zh(mor(h)nmor(u))uk(mor(k)nmor(v)). 
Proof. The graph structure on D is defined by h on h(mor( h)) and by k on k(mor( k)). 
The condition that reach) = f (rew(g)) implies 
mar(h) = B - rew(h) = B - f(rew(g)) = B -f(A - mar(g)), 
i.e., 
mor(h)={b;f-‘(6) C mar(g)} Gf(mor(g)). 
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But here, ker(f) C_ mar(g) implies f -“_f(mor(g)) = mar(g); therefore, 
mor(W = B -S(A) +.f(mor(g)), 
G~ere B -f(A) is the set of points 6 E B such that f-‘6 is empty. Similarly we have 
mar(k) - % - g(A) + g(mor(f)). For instance, for all 
lab(d) = lab(b) & succ(d) = h(b,) . . . h&J, 
If there exists a unique 6 such that d = h(b), the 
d = h(6), set 
: 
where succ(6) = 6, . . . b,. 
definition is consistent. Else, 
suppose that h(6) = h(6’) for 6 # 6’. There exists a chain of vertices in A, al,. . . , uZm 
such that 
b = b. =.f@d, 
bi =.ftazi) =f(a2i+l)v (1) 
b’= b, =fW2d, 
which tzan be seen more easily by the diagram of Fig. 9. 
Fig. 9. 
Equality (2) implies that _f is a morphism at ai for all i. Equality (I) implies that 
g is a morphism at CL,. . . , Q~,__, ; but since b and b’ both are in mar(6), the definition 
of mar(h) shows that uI and a2, also are in mar(g): all Ui are in mar(f) n mar(g) 
and the label and successors of h(b) and h(b’) are the same. The definition of the 
graph structure over k(dom(k)) is symmetrical. Both definitions coincide over the 
intersection of the images mot-(f) n mar(g) because .f and g are morphisms over 
this intersection. 
Thus the graph structure is unique over h(mor(h))u mar(k)), which is 
B --f(A) + C - g(A) + C!f(mor(g)) u kg(mor(.f)) 
or again 
B -.f(A) + C - g(A) + q(mor(g) w mor(f’))- 
It is unique over D if and only if q(mor(g) u mar(f)) = Q. This is true if and only 
if for all a E A there exists an ~1% mar(g) u mar(f) such that q(u) = q(d). There is 
a chain between a and Q’ as shown in Fig. 9. But then a is in ker(f) or ker(g), 
hence in mar(g) or mar(f) (see Fig. 10): 
mor(.f) u mor( g) = A. 
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Fig. 10. 
To prove the last assertion, let 6 belong to mar(h) n mor( u), and let WCC(~) be 
6 1 . . . 6,. Then we have the following equalities: 
lab(h(b)) = lab(b) because h is a morphism in 6, 
succ(h(b))= h(b,). . . h( b,), because h is a morphism in 6, 
lab( u( 6) = :abl(b) because u is a morphism in 6, 
succ( u(b)) = u(b,) . . . u(b,) because u is a morphism in b. 
Since wh = u, 
lab( w( h( b))) = lab( b( b)), 
Similarly tdr :c(k( b)). Kl 
succ(w(h(b))) = w(h(b,)) . . . w(h(b,)). 
The example given in Fig. I 1 shows why g should be one-to-one outside mar(f). 
A &ID-\, 
a a h 
! I 
a 
R h 
k 
-- 
0 CI 
a ? 
Fig. 1 I. 
Here the function g identifies two points, one of which belongs to rew(f). Which 
label should have the leaf of D? 
It turns out that the situation of Theorem 1 is precisely the situation which one 
gets after applying operations ( I), (2) and (3) to A itself than to C, as shown in ‘Fig. 12. 
/ 
A -(A+B)/R 
I I R ts + id)/ R k 
c- (C+B)/R 
Fig. 12. 
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Proposition 6. Consider Fig. 12, irr which A, B and C are dags having a unique root, 
g is an occurrence, and j; k are the insertions in the disjoint union, followed by the 
projection onto the quotient. This square is a push-out in the sense of Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, exp( C) + exp( C + B)/ R under the rewriting rule exp(A) + exp( B). 
Prcuof. The square is the set-theoretic composition of the two squares shown in Fig. 
13, both of which are push-outs. 
A-A+B _ (A+B)/R 
C-C+B- (C +BVR 
Fig. 13. 
Function f is a morphism except at the root r of A, One can check that k is a 
morphism except at g(r) and that (g +id)/ R is a total morphism. The last assertion 
is proved by induction on C. Cl 
This proposition justifies the following definition. 
Definition 4. A graph rewriting rule is a total function f: A + B which is a morphism 
at the leaves labelled with variables and which does not identify any vertex with a 
variable leaf. A rule f is applicable at an occurrence g when ker(g)c mar(j). 
Applying rule f at the occurrence g consists in constructing push-out D as in 
Theorem I. 
The first condition ensures ker(g)c mar(f) because our graphs have at most one 
leaf labelled with a given variable. A particular case is frequently used. 
Definition 5. Let A and B be two dags having a unique root, and f: A + B be the 
composition A + A + B + (A + B)/ R. The function f is said to be associated with 
the term rewriting rule exp(A) + exp( B). 
Remarks. (I) A graph rewriting rule that is associated with a term rewriting rule is 
a morphism except at the root. Therefore, it is applicable at an arbitrary occurrence. 
(2) Conversely, if an occurrence is one-to-one, its kernel is empty. Therefore any 
rewriting rule is applicable at this occurrence. 
Proposition 7. With the notations qf‘ Theorenl 1, ~ .f is n rewriting rule and g is afi 
trccurnrnce, k is a rewiring rule arrd h is an occurrence, one-to-one tf’g is one-to-one. 
Proof. From Theorem I, rew;h) =f(rew(g)). Since a vertex is in rew(g) only if it is 
a leaf labelled with a variable, and since j‘ restricted to these leaves is a morphism, 
only variable leaves of B are in rew(h). 
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As for k, mar(k) = C - g(A) +g(mor(f)) and therefore mar(k) contains the variable 
leaves of C whether they be in g(mor(f)) or in C -g(A). Further, ker(k) c g(ker(f)) 
implies that ker(k) is disjoint from the variable leaves of C. The last assertion is 
trivial. Cl 
Beware that Theorem t can be seen as a confluence property in the case when f 
and g rewrite disjoint sets of vertices. Indeed, we have 
mar(f) v mar(g) = A W rew(f) n tew(g) = 0. 
But the succession of rewriting relations which one gets in this case is not always 
expected, because neither g nor f need be an occurrence 
Example. The system S = {abx + ux, bcx + vx) corresponds to the rules 
a b 
b & 
Consi&r t)r( square of rewritings, given in Fig. 14. 
x 
\ 
a 
1 
1’ 
1 
x 
b 
J’\ i 
1 
x 
a 
1 
b 
/ 
1 
X 
Fig. 14. 
\ 
U 
/ 
1 
x 
b 
b 
J 
It is indeed a square characterizing strong confluence, but the translation of this 
square in terms is not a square of term rewritings. 
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5. A criterion for confluence 
In this section a criterion is described for testing the local confluence of a finite 
system of graph rewriting rules associated with term rewriting rules, which is 
analogous to the criterion proposed in [5]. We shall have to consider sequences of 
rewritings, and use the following well-known result. 
Proposition 8. A composition of two push-outs in (Sets) is a push-out. 
This result will be used in the following settings: 
(i) A + B is a rewriting rule, A + C is an occurrence of the pattern A in C, C + E 
is another occurrence. If we apply the rule in C, we get D. If we apply the rule 
C + 1) in E, we get E The propositions above tell us that if we apply A + B in E, 
then we get E 
(ii) f: A + A’ and j’: A’+ A” are two rewritings and g : A + B is an occurrence. 
Then the squares I and II in Fig. IS are built successively, and Proposition 8 implies 
that the succession 1.11 is the application of rule J’J at occurrence g. 
Fig. 15. 
Let us now be given a graph G and two rewritings of this graph under the rules 
f: A + B and f’ : A’+ B’. Define the intersection F of A and A’ in G as the pull-back 
of g and g’, and the union of the images of A and A’ in G as the push-out S of 
I + A and I + A’. These can be showri to exist according to the following proposi- 
tions. 
Proposition 9. In the categmy of graphs with occurrences, the pull-hack qj two oc’cur- 
r-ewes j‘ : .B + A and g : C + A exists. 
Proof. The proof will be given in two steps. First build the set-theoretic pull-back 
with the two mappings h and k (it is the set D of all pairs (h, C) such that.J((b) = g(c)). 
Then give D the initial graph structure for the family of occurrences h and k : a 
point d in D has nonvariable label f if and only if h(d) and k(d) both have label 
_f; else d has a new variable label. Similarly, the function succ: D + D* is such that 
the two squares given in Fig. 16 are commutative. 
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B-D-C 
Fig. 16. 
The function succ is uniquely defined because for all (6, c) in D and all i there 
is one and only one point (x, y) in D such that x =SWC& and y =succIc. It can 
easily be checked that the square ftr = gk is indeed a pull-back. Cl 
For instance, given the following graphs, with the obvious occurrences B -+ A + C: 
B= f 
oj 
V W 
then the pull-back is not connected: 
D= f 
JSL 
U v w 
c= f 
KJ 
X Y 
X 
We also need the following dual proposi$on. 
Proposition 10. In the category of graphs with occurrences, the push-out of two 
occurrences f : A + B and g : A + C exists. 
Proof. The proof will be given in two steps. First build the set-theoretic push-outs 
h : B+ D and k : C + D. Then give D a graph structure in the following way: For 
all vertices d = h(6) in h( B -f(A)) let lab(d) = lab(b) and the ith successor of d be 
the image under h of the ith successor of 6. This definition is consistent because 
the restriction of h to B -f(A) is an isomorphism. Define symmetrically for the 
vertices d = k(c) in k( C - g(A)). Now for all vertices d = 9(a) in Q: Either there 
exists a vertex 9 in A that is not a variable leaf, and all such vertices have same 
label and equivalent successors. In this case set 
lab(d) = lab(a) and succ;(d) = c(succi(9)). 
Or for all a such that d = q(a), a is a variable leaf. In this case, let d be a variable 
leaf. The proof that D is indeed the push-out is left to the reader. cl 
These two propositions, together with the set-theoretic results of Appendix A, 
ensure the existence of I and S as described above. Then s can be rewritten under 
the rule f at the occurrence A + S, giving T, and also under the rule f’ at the 
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occurrence A’+ S, giving T’. In this way we get the diagram of Fig. 17, in which 
all arrows which are not rewritings are occurrences. 
Fig. 17 
Definition 6. A pair of morphisms T + S + T’ as in Fig. 17 is called a critical puir. 
For instance, suppose the three rules givei in Fig. 18, where the numbers at the 
vertices indicate the images of J There exists a critical pair, between the first and 
the last axiom, which is described by Fig. 19. 
/ 
zi ) - 2i It? 1 I 
.x s 
Fig. IS. 
There must exist two chains of rewritings T+* V and T’+* V. The following 
theorem shows that this condition is also suficient. 
Theorem 2. A .q*stcm of‘rewriting w/es is locall~~ cm#luent fand only [ffbr all critical 
pairs T +- S -+ T’ there exist two chains qf rewritings T+” V and T’+* V. 
Proof. The proof is simple. The remark following Proposition 10 shows that, given 
;1 chain of arbitrary rewritings starting at S it can be pushed out into a chain of 
rewritings starting at G (noticing that all occurrences are one-to-one). The situation 
is depicted by the diagram of Fig. 20, where the small diamond may be seen under 
the big one. 
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Fig. 19. 
Fig. 20. 
The graph K is the push-out of G and V under S. q 
A trivial particular case is often useful: when A and A’ have disjoint images in 
C. In the sequel, unions are understood to be disjoint, except for variable vertices, 
which are shared, according to our general assumption (cf. Section 1). 
Proposition 11. lf- the images oj' A and A’ are disjoint in G, then the intersection I is 
empty, and the push-out is a disjoint union. Then the cube shown in Fig. 21 is 
commutative and all 11s faces are push-outs. 
Proof. It suffices to check that the big square is a push-out and this is easily done. 
cl 
In this case, a resui: of ‘strong confluence’ is true. 
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A+A’ 
L”\\ 
B+A’- H H’- A+B’ 
KsIY/ 
B+B’ 
Fig. 21. 
Corollary. If; r’n a set ofgraph rewriting rules, the disjoint unions of any two left sides 
have no quotient, then the generated rewriting relation on graphs is strongly confluent. 
Proof. The fact that the disjoint unions of two left sides have no quotient implies 
that the occurrences of these left sides in an arbitrary graph will be disjoint. It can 
be proved by induction on m + n that the following diamond property is true. 
pi H 
m 
/ 
n 
\ 
G --r, K 
\ n / m 
H' H’ 
The base case corresponds to m r=-- n = 1, and is the proposition above. Cl 
6. Conclusion 
We have shown that a precise definition of graph rewritings coincides with the 
intuition: replace in a text graph an occurrence of an old pattern by an occurrence 
of a new pattern. This is accomplished as is suggested by this informal definition 
in a unique commutative square: a push-out in a suitable category. Choosing the 
category of partial morphisms yields a definition essentially equivalent to that of 
[ 131. A more restrictive definition is given Section 4, which is more related to 
first-order term rewritings. In fact, it can be checked that when terms are represented 
as graphs, Proposition 6 ensures that the rewritten graph represents the rewritten 
term. No miracle occurs, though. If a variable occurs more than once in the left-hand 
side of a rewriting rule, then this variable is shared in the representing raph A, as 
demanded in Section 1. In order to apply the rule at a given occurrence, one muzt 
check that the image of this variable is unique in the text graph C. In general, it is 
not unique, so that it is necessary to check for the equality of two subgraphs. 
Offhand, it seems that little is won over the classical term representation where the 
same verification must be carried on the relevant subterms. Nevertheless, not only 
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can this verification be performed in linear time, as in [2], but it also takes care of 
many further equalities. Consider for instance the caricature, shown in Fig. 22. 
if . 
\ 
JlJ 
-X Y A’\ 
x Y x if if 
Fig. 22. 
We want to apply the rewriting rule on the left at the root of the term represented 
on the right. The subsequent check transforms the graph into one shown in Fig. 23. 
if 
/I) 
X if-x 
J13 
Y s Y s 
Fig. 23. 
The rewriting rule can now be applied at the root, then at the root of the result 
without further ado. The graph structure has remembered more sharing than we 
were looking for at first. This remark, together with Theorems I and 2, is a strong 
hint that matters are as simple with graphs as with terms. In fact, they may be 
simpler- compare the proof of the local Church-Rosser property, in Section 5, with 
a classical proof. 
It is interesting that a similar representation has not been found yet for higher-order 
terms, such as lambda expressions. I-lowever, beta reduction may be considered as 
an arrow in a suitable category as in [6] or Cl]. Residuals in this setting are obtained 
through push-outs. For our graphs, the mapping k of Theorem 1 can also be 
considered as the residual of the mapping f after the mapping g. This point of view 
can probably be made systematic, and might be a step to sharing more general 
residuals. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Proposition 3. Let u : B + X and v: C + X be two partial functions such 
that uf= vg. This implies two properties, the first of which is just the equality of 
domains: 
(1) f-’ dam(u)= g-’ dom(v)c_ dom(S)ndom(g). 
(2) f-’ dam(u) = g-’ dam(v) is a subset of A closed under the equivalence R 
generated by VW =_#I39 or g(x) = g(yb 
Define A’ as the largest subset of A contained in dom(n n dam(g) which is closed 
under the equivalence relation R: 
A’ = (A -f-‘./(A -dam(g))) n (A - g-‘g(A -dam(S))). 
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Then we have 
dom( uf) = dom( ug) c A’ 
and, therefore, 
dom( u) c -.,f( A) +f( A’), (A4 
dom(u)z C-g(A)+g(A’). (A.2) 
The subset A’ is a fortiori closed under the equivalence induced by f (f(u) = f(d)), 
so that we have f-‘f(A’) = A’. Notice that A’ may be empty even when dom(f)n 
dam(g) is not empty, as shown in Fig. 24 where f(p) = f(q) = u, f(r) = I, g(q) = u, 
g(r) = g(s) = w. Here, A’ = 8. 
Fig. 24. 
Now define 
D= B-_f(A)+C-g(A)+Q, 
where 9 : A’+ Q is the quotient of A’ by the equivalence relation R. Considering 
(A. I), we define h as having the largest possible domain 
dam(h)= B-f(A) +f‘(A’) 
and 
h(h) = if 6 =-f(a) for an element a E A’ 
then 9(a) 
Then the image of h is h(B) --- B--f(A) + Q (see Fig. 25). 
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We must check that the definition above does not dep?nd on the vertex a chosen 
i@(b): iff(a’) = 6 =f(a), then a fortiori q(u) = q(a’). The partial function k : C + D 
is defined symmetrically. It is easy to check that /III= kg. 
There remains to be proved that the square is indeed a push-out. If uf = og, we 
have already seen that 
dom( u) E dom( h), dom( o) c dom( k). 
The partial function w is defined separately over B -f(A), C - g(A) & Q. 
(i) dom(w)n B-f(A) is the isomorphic image of dam(u) n (B -f(A)) under h, 
and, for all d = h( 6) in this subset, u = wh implies w(d) = u( 6). 
(ii) Over dom( w) n C - g(A), w is defined symmetrically. 
(iii) Since dom( uf) G A’, we have . 
dom( w) n Q = h(dom( u) nf(A’)) = c(f-’ dom( u) n A’) 
and, for all d = 4(a) in this subset, we set w(d) = uf(a) = tjg(a). This definition makes 
sense because if d = q(u’) for another u’ in A’, we have 4(a) = q(d); hence there 
exists a sequence u = tzo,. . . , a, = u’ in A’ such that 
But each equality f(ai)=_f(ai+l) implies f(ai) = Uf(Ui+l) and symmetrically every 
equality g( Uj) = g(a,+ ,) implies ug( uj) = vg(ai, ,). II; al1 cases, w is d&sed to satisfy 
u=wh&v=wk 0 
Remark. Since the empty set is initial in (Sets) and in (Psets), this proposition implies 
the existence of the direct sum (or disjoint union) B f C, by taking for A the empty 
set; and also the existence of the equalizer oi two arrows J g : A + B which is the 
push-out of A +A -A&(Jg):A+A-+B. 
Proposition 12. For u push-out hf = kg in (Psets) we have 
(i) ifg is total and dam(f) is closed under the relation g(x) = g(y), then h is total; 
(ii) ifg is onto, then h is onto; 
(iii) ker( h) c_$(ker(g)). 
Proof. (i) If g is total, then g -‘C = A. Since dam(f) is closed under the relation 
g(x) = g(y) and it is obviously closed also under the relation f(x) = f( y), it is closed 
under R; hence A’= dam(f) and dam(h)= B-f(A)+f(A’)= B. 
(ii) If g is onto, then C -f(A) is empty and h is also onto. 
(iii) Let b & b’ be elements in ker(h) such that 6 # b’ but h(b) = h(W). Since 
h(B -f(A)) is disjoint from hf(A’) = Q, the vertices b & 6’ both belong either to 
B -f(A) or to f(A’). Since the restriction of h to B -f(A) is one-to-one, 6 dz b’ both 
belong to f(A’): there exist u & u’ in A’ with b = f(u) & b’ = f(a’). Then the definition 
of h implies that 4(u) = q(u’). This means that there exists a chain 4i (i = I, . . . , n) 
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such that 
&b-d= &%A .f@d=f(a2i+d, a = aI, a’= 4. 
The first equation shows that ai is in ker(g) for all i. c1 
Notice that g being total does not ensure by itself that h is total, as is the case 
in Fig. 26. 
Fig. 26. 
Proposition 13. Pull-backs exist in (Psets). 
Proof. Let f: B + A & g : C + A be two partial functions. Define a set D and two 
partial functions h : D. + B and k : D+ C in the following way: 
D=(B-dom(f))+(C-dom(g))+(B-dom(f))x(C-dom(g))+P, 
in which P is the set of all pairs (6, c) such that f(b) = g(c), so that b belongs to 
f-‘(g(C)) and c belongs to g-‘(f( B)). 
The partial function h is defined by 
if d E B -dam(f), 
ifd=(b,c)E(B-dom(f))x(C-dom(g))+P, 
over C - dom( g). 
The partial function k is defined symmetrically. It is an easy check that fi = gk has 
domain P and that D is the union of the domains of h and k. 
To test whether it is indeed a pull-back, let us be given two partial functions 
u : X + B & u : X + C such that jti = gu. This equality implies that if u(x) belongs to 
dam(S), then fu(x) is defined, hence also gu(x). Therefore, u(x) belongs in fact not 
only to f-‘(A) but also to f-‘(g(C)). Likewise, if U(X) belongs to dam(g), then it is 
in fact in g- ‘(f(B)). We now show that there exists a unique partial function w : X + E 
such that u = hw and t, = kw. 
(I) If fu(x) is defined, then so is gv(x) and the remarks above show that, in fact, 
u(x) and u(x) belong to .f-‘(g(C)] and g- ‘(.f( B)). The only remaining possibility is 
w(x) = (u(x), v(x)) E P. 
(2) liFfu(x) is not defined, then neither is gu(x). The following possibilities remain: 
(i) u(x) and U(X) are defined. Then they belong respectively to B -dom(.f) & C - 
dam(g). The only possibility is 
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(ii) u(x) defined, t’(x) not defined. Then w(x) must be defined, otherwise 
hw(x) = u(x) could not be true. The only possibility is 
w(x) = U(X) E B -dam(f). 
(iii) U(X) not defined, u(x) defined: this case is symmetric with case (ii). 
W(X) = u(x) E C -dam(g). 
(iv) Neither u(x) nor u(x) are defined. If w(x) were defined, then either hw or 
kw would be defined, since the union of their domain covers Q-and u(x) or u(x) 
would be defined. The only passibi!ity is that w is not defined. q 
Proposition 14. With the same notations as those of Proposition 13, 
(i) if g is total, then h is total, 
(ii) if g is onto, then !I is onto, 
(iii) ifg is total, then ker(h) = k-‘ker(g) and in particular h is one-to-one if g is. 
Proof. (i) If g is total, dom(g) = C, therefore D = B -dam(j) + P = dom( h). 
(ii) The set h(D) is the union B-dam(f) +f-‘(g( C)). It is equal to B if and 
only if its comp?ement dam(f) -f-‘(g( C)) is empty. That last condition is satisfied 
in particular when g(C) = A; 
(iii) The fact that h is total has alreadq been proved in (i). Suppose that d and 
d’ are two distinct points in D such that h(d) = h( la’). If both belong to B - dam(f), 
they have different images, because the restriction of h to B -dam(f) is one-to-one. 
If one belongs to B 7 dam(f) and the other to P (since g is total, (B - dom(f)) X 
(C -dam(g)) is empty), they have distinct images. 
If both belong to P, then we have 
d = (a, b) with f(a) = g(b), 
d’= (a’, b’) with f(a’) = g(b’), 
and if a = a’, then g(b) = g( b’). Therefore, b and b’ are in ker(g). Conversely, if b 
and b’ are in ker(g), then (a, b) and (a, b’) are in ker( h). Cl 
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